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Logic and Language Models for Computer SciencePrentice Hall, 2002

	So you are a computer science (CS) major and you are sitting down to see what this book is about. It has been assigned, the course is required, you have no choice. Still you chose your institution, your major. Maybe your instructor made a good choice. Let's hope so.


	Okay, you are not a computer science major, perhaps not even a...
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Scala High Performance ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features Get the first book to explore Scala performance techniques in depth! Real-world inspired use cases illustrate and support the techniques studied and the language features This book is written by Vincent Theron and Michael Diamant, software engineers with several years of experience in the high-frequency trading and programmatic...
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Mac OS X Tiger: In a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
The most popular and most complete desktop reference book on Mac OS X now covers Tiger! 
 		

Apple's Mac OS X operating system continues to capture the attention of consumers and programmers alike with its ability to run older Mac programs, classic Unix applications, and innovative open source...
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Lift: The Fundamental State of LeadershipBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	NEW EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED

	

	Harness the Science of Positive Influence

	

	Just as the Wright Brothers combined science and practice to finally realize the dream of flight, Ryan and Robert Quinn combine research and personal experience to demonstrate how...
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Embedded Systems and Software Validation (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
Modern embedded systems require high performance, low cost and low power consumption. Such systems typically consist of a heterogeneous collection of processors, specialized memory subsystems, and partially programmable or fixed-function components. This heterogeneity, coupled with issues such as hardware/software partitioning, mapping,...
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Addressing the Human Capital Crisis in the Federal Government : A Knowledge Management PerspectiveButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
There is a human capital crisis in the federal government: more than 50 percent of federal civil servants will be eligible to retire in the next five years, and 71 percent of these are senior executives. Human capitalthe accumulated value of an individual's intellect, knowledge, and experiencemust be managed so it will not be lost. This book is an...
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Fundamentals of Robotic Mechanical SystemsSpringer, 2002
Modern robotics dates from the late 1960s, when progress in the development of microprocessors made possible the computer control of a multiaxial manipulator. Since then, robotics has evolved to connect with many branches of science and engineering, and to encompass such diverse fields as computer vision, artificial intelligence, and speech...
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Introduction to Algorithms, Second EditionMIT Press, 2001
The book moves forward with more advanced algorithms that implement strategies for solving more complicated problems (including dynamic programming techniques, greedy algorithms, and amortized analysis). Algorithms for graphing problems (used in such real-world business problems as optimizing flight schedules or flow through pipelines) come next....
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Best iPad Apps: The Guide for Discriminating Downloaders (Best Apps)O'Reilly, 2010

	Even before the poor thing had shipped, naysayers had their fun with it: the iPad’s nothing more than an oversized iPhone. But now that we’ve all gotten are fingers on these silver-and-black beauties, this much is clear: where the iPhone’s great for the little things in life—killing boredom, local lookups, and, you...
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Mastering BeagleBone RoboticsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master the power of the BeagleBone Black to maximize your robot-building skills and create awesome projects


	About This Book

	
		Create complex robots to explore land, sea, and the skies
	
		Control your robots through a wireless interface, or make them autonomous and self-directed
	...
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QuickBooks 2005 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Here's what you need to become your own accountant!
Set up QuickBooks to manage the money, do electronic banking, and create reports     

If you're a whiz at business but not at bookkeeping, take heart! QuickBooks 2005 is like having a bookkeeper who's always on call and never asks for a raise. And with this guide in hand, you have a...
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Google Maps HacksO'Reilly, 2006
Want to find every pizza place within a 15-mile radius? Where  the dog parks are in a new town? The most central meeting place for your class,  club or group of friends? The cheapest gas stations on a day-to-day basis? The  location of convicted sex offenders in an area to which you may be considering  moving? The applications,...
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